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1 Each word has a spelling mistake. Write the words 
correctly.

1 runing running
2 haveing  
3 goinng  
4 recordding  
5 learnning  
6 giveing  
7 geting  

2 Circle the correct options.

1 I love / hate playing football. It’s a fun sport.
2 My brother doesn’t like / loves listening to rock music. 

He prefers pop.
3 My friends all love / hate listening to rap music, but 

they love rock.
4 My grandma loves / doesn’t like playing classical 

music. She always listens to it.
5 I really love / hate playing the saxophone. It’s very 

difficult.
6 My friend loves / hates playing the drums. It’s her 

favourite instrument.
7 We like / don’t like going to the opera. It’s boring.

3 Complete the sentences with the words in the box in 
the correct form.

go listen play record 
sing swim watch

1 I love playing  the electric guitar. It’s a good 
instrument.

2 We hate going on tour. We prefer   
albums.

3 My parents don’t like   to hip-hop music 
but they love jazz.

4 All my class love   music videos on the 
internet.

5 My sister has got a beautiful voice. She loves 
  in a band. 

6 I don’t like   in the sea. I prefer going to 
the swimming pool.

7 My family hate   surfing. We prefer 
playing football on the beach.
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4 Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences.

1 Do you like playing  E
2 Nobody in my class likes listening   
3 We don’t   
4 My best friend   
5 Do you like listening   
6 I really love   
7 My family hates eating   

A out in restaurants.
B like teaching music.
C going to concerts.
D to rock music.
E musical instruments?
F to music when you study?
G hates making music videos.

5 Circle the correct options.

1 I hate read / reading emails on my phone.
2 My favourite music is rock. I love plaing / playing the 

guitar.
3 My parents don’t like swim / swimming. They prefer 

running.
4 My big brother loves driving / driveing our car at the 

weekends.
5 I hate to learn / learning to play new instruments like 

the drums.
6 I love the electric guitar but I hate listen / listening to 

loud music.
7 I like most music but I don’t liking / like classical music.

6 Complete Paula’s email with the words in the box.

being doing going listening 
riding running singing watching

Reply     Forward 

Subject: 
From:

To:
Date: 

 
 
 
 

Hi Mario, 
Let me tell you about what I like and don’t like doing. 
I love 1 listening  to all types of music but I hate 
2   songs and dancing at discos. I don’t 
like 3   to concerts but I love listening 
to music on the radio or internet. My favourite music 
is classical. I love 4   opera on the TV. 
At the weekends, I hate 5   indoors. I 
love going out and 6   sports. I normally 
go to the park. I don’t like 7   but I like 
walking and sitting in the sun and sometimes I like  
8   my bicycle. 
What do you like and don’t you like doing? 
Love, Paula
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1 

2 having
3 going
4 recording
5 learning
6 giving
7 getting

2 

2 doesn’t like
3 hate
4 loves
5 hate
6 loves
7 don’t like

3 

2 recording
3 listening
4 watching
5 singing 
6 swimming
7 going

4 

2 D
3 B
4 G
5 F
6 C
7 A

5 

2 playing
3 swimming
4 driving
5 learning
6 listening
7 like

6 

2 singing
3 going
4 watching
5 being
6 doing
7 running
8 riding

UNIT 3 GRAMMAR: STANDARD ANSWER KEY
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1 Complete the words with the missing vowels to make 
types of music.

1 p o p

2 _ p _ r _

3 j _ z z

4 s _ _ l

5 r _ c k

6 h _ p – h _ p

7 r _ p

8 c l _ s s _ c _ l m _ s _ c

2 Find five musical instruments. 

3 Complete the phrases with the verbs in the box.

become (x2) give go make play record teach

1 go  on tour

2  music in school

3  a singer

4  a music video

5  a concert

6  famous

7  in a band

8  an album

4 Match the sentence halves 1–8 to A–H.

1 How can I become D

2 I play in a 

3 It’s easy to make a music 

4 My dad teaches 

5 He really wants to become 

6 She gives a 

7 Is it easy to record 

8 My band really wants to go 

trelectricguitarvybdrumsacviolinjghkeyboardfpianom

A band with my sister.

B music at school.

C on tour.

D famous?

E concert at school every year.

F a famous singer one day.

G video and upload it to YouTube.

H an album?

5 Complete the text with the words in the box. There 
are three extra words.

album band concerts drums electric 
famous hip-hop make musician singer 
teach tour video

I’m a 1 singer  and a 2 . I play the 
3  . My friend plays the 4  
guitar and we play in a 5  together. We  
give 6  at a local club at weekends.  
We 7  music videos and post them online. 
We want to become 8  one day. We really 
want to record an 9  and maybe go on  
10  in the summer.
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1 

2 opera
3 jazz
4 soul
5 rock
6 hip-hop
7 rap
8 classical music

2 

trelectricguitarvybdrumsac violinjghkeyboardfpianom

3 

2 teach
3 become
4 make
5 give
6 become
7 play
8 record

4 

2 A
3 G
4 B
5 F
6 E
7 H
8 C

5 

2 musician
3 drums
4 electric
5 band
6 concerts
7 make
8 famous
9 album

10 tour



The next day the king came to visit his children, but only 
found the girl.

5

10

15

20

1  Read the text. As you read, think about this question.
 Why do the king and then the queen go to the forest?

‘The Six Swans’  
edited by Andrew Lang
The king had seven children by his first wife – six boys and 
one girl. He loved them more than anything in the world. 
And now, because he was afraid that their stepmother 
might hurt them, he put them in a lonely castle in the 
middle of a wood. It was hidden, and the way to it was hard 
to find, but a wise woman gave him a ball of thread – it 
had a marvellous property: when he threw it before him 
it showed him the way. But the king went so often to his 
dear children that the queen was angry at his absence. She 
grew curious, and wanted to know what he did alone in the 
wood. She gave his servants a lot of money, and they told 
her, and also told her about the thread. She made some 
little white shirts, and put a spell in each of them.
One day she took the little shirts and went into the wood, 
and the thread showed her the way. The children, who saw 
someone coming in the distance, thought it was their dear 
father coming to them, and ran to meet him. Then she put 
a little shirt on each of them and when it touched their 
bodies it changed them into swans, and they flew away 
over the forest. The queen went home quite happy but 
the girl had not run to meet her with her brothers, and the 
queen knew nothing of her.

ABOUT YOU
Answer the questions and talk about your ideas.

1 Can you think of any stories where people are turned into animals?

2 Which animal would you like to be?

3 Some people think forests are scary places. Why do you think this is?

A king loses his way in the 
forest. He cannot find his way 
home and thinks he will die. 
However, he meets a woman 
who says she will show him the 
way home. The king must pay 
a price and the price is that the 
woman’s daughter will become 
his wife. The king does not like 
the woman or the daughter 
but he has no choice – marry 
her daughter, or die! When 
they are married and living in 
his castle, the king begins to 
think his wife has evil, magical 
powers.

[ a/w PREP_Lit2_Worksheet_3 _01: EITHER photo of six flying 

swans, e.g. https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/license/599385590 OR 

Photo of an illustration from ‘The Six Swans fairy tale, e.g. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=six+swans+fairy+tale&q

pvt=six+swans+fairy+tale&FORM=IGRE – although couldn’t find 

anything like this on Getty]

GLOSSARY
evil very cruel and bad
stepmother the woman who has married your father but is not your mother
lonely sad because it is a long way from people
wise a wise person is able to use their knowledge to make good decisions
thread a long, thin piece of cotton, wool, etc. that is used for making clothes
curious wanting to know or learn about something
servants people who work and live in someone else’s house
spell a magical instruction

PREPARE SECOND EDITION LEVEL 2
LITERATURE 3
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WRITING
5 In the story, the girl is the only person who can help 

her brothers become boys again. Choose one of the 
ways she helps them and write an ending for the 
story.
•  She finds a magic book with a spell and uses it to 

make her brothers boys again.
•  She uses the magic thread to find her brothers and 

they become boys again.
•  She tells a friendly servant. The servant helps her. 

Together they find the brothers and they become 
boys again.

SPEAKING
6 Choose one of these pairs and write a short 

conversation between them, using the text and  
your own ideas.

 • the king and the queen
 • the queen and the servant
 • the girl and the king
 • the king and the woman he meets in the forest
 • the queen and the boys

2 Read the text again and answer the questions.

1 How did the queen discover where the children 
were?

2 Why do you think she made white shirts? Why not 
another colour?

3 Why do you think the girl didn’t run to meet the 
queen?

4 How do you think the king felt when he saw his sons 
were not in the castle? 

5 Where do you think the boys went after they 
became swans?

VOCABULARY
3 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

lonely servants spell stepmother thread

1 Their  was a wise person.

2  The magic  uses a lot of strange 
words.

3  I bought some  to repair my 
trousers.

4  When everyone left I felt very  .

5  There were about twenty  
working in the old house!

4 Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences.

1 I was curious about  A  lived alone in the 
wood.

2  They don’t pay their servants B  was a very lonely 
place.

3  An evil old man  C  us wonderful 
cookies.

4  The old castle  D  much money.

5  My stepmother makes  E how to bake bread.
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TEXT  ‘THE SIX SWANS’ from THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK 
(1889–1913) 

AUTHOR Andrew Lang
THEMES  Family (units 4, 20), places (unit 8), clothes, 

materials (unit 9), nature (unit 15), animals  
(unit 16)

VOCABULARY  Emotions, nature, animals, strange places, good 
and evil

WRITING Students write the end of the story.
SPEAKING Conversations between characters

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Andrew Lang’s anthologies of folk tales and fairy tales appeared 
in 25 collections published between 1889 and 1913. Lang was 
a writer and critic and much of the editorial work on the series 
was done by his wife, Leonora Blanche Alleyne. There was great 
interest in recovering these kinds of tales in the 19th century, 
as witnessed by the influence of the brothers Grimm. Today 
such tales can sometimes be seen as reinforcing gender roles 
and stereotypes. In the 19th century they were often criticised 
for their brutality and amorality. Lang’s books played a very 
important role in making this kind of literature accepted and 
appreciated, establishing traditional tales as an important 
literary genre. Their continued popularity is evidenced in the 
Shrek movies and film versions of Little Red Riding Hood, whilst 
fairy tales have influenced serious contemporary writers such as 
Angela Carter. 

WARMER
Using an online source like ‘Creative Commons’ (images), 
find different fairy tale illustrations/film stills/book covers, 
etc. Ask students in pairs or small groups to discuss what 
they think is happening in the pictures and which they think 
looks most interesting. Each group presents their ideas to 
the class (see below).

MIXED ABILITY
If this is a group activity, appoint two of the stronger 
students as note-takers during the discussion. Weaker 
students can express their preferences but the stronger 
ones will have the job of presenting the group’s ideas to 
the rest of the class. 

 ABOUT YOU
Use the discussion questions to introduce the literary 
theme of turning people into animals, and forests as 
sinister, threatening settings. Elicit examples if possible. 
e.g. animals: Greek myths, The Witches by Roald Dahl, The 
Chronicles of Narnia stories by C.S. Lewis, etc; forests: The 
Lord of the Rings by J.R.R Tolkein, Hansel and Gretel, Little 
Red Riding Hood (traditional), etc.

After reading the introduction, ask for suggestions about 
how the idea of changing people into animals, and forests 
as a setting might be part of this story.

1  After reading the text, students work in pairs and 
discuss their answers to the question (he goes to 
visit his children and she goes to see why he is going 
to the forest). This could then be turned into a mini-
conversation between the king and queen.

2 

Possible answers
1 She paid the king’s servants for information.
2 She made white shirts because swans are white.
3  The girl did not run to meet the queen because she was 

worried she was not a good person.
4 The king was worried, upset and sad.
5 Ask for suggestions.

VOCABULARY
3 

Answers
1 stepmother 2 spell 3 thread 4 lonely  
5 servants

4 
Answers
1 E I was curious about how to bake bread.
2 D They don’t pay their servants much money.
3 A An evil old man lived alone in the wood.
4 B The old castle was a very lonely place.
5 C My stepmother makes us wonderful cookies.

WRITING
5  This can be done as homework or as a class 

collaborative writing activity. The latter first involves 
agreeing on which option to develop and then 
deciding what happens and how to express the ending. 
Encourage students to add some direct speech to their 
endings. 

SPEAKING
6 

MIXED ABILITY 
You can allocate the conversations. In a class of 30, three 
pairs work on each conversation but initially as a group. 
This helps weaker students reinforce the language they 
use before performing the conversation. Then form three 
groups of ten so that they are made up of one pair from 
each conversation. They perform their conversation for 
the rest of the group.
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  TELLING A STORY  

1 Read Amy’s story about what happened to her. Has 
anything like this ever happened to you?

2 Read Amy’s story again and decide if the sentences 
are true or false.

1 The weather was good.
2 Amy put on her swimming costume, then walked to 

the beach.
3 Amy only stayed in the sea for a few minutes.
4 Amy found her towel and clothes in the end.

KEY LANGUAGE FOR TELLING A STORY

Saying when things happened:
A few days / weeks ago …
Last Monday / Saturday, …

Using was and were to give background information:
The weather was really hot.
We were on the train.
I was with some friends.

Using the past simple to say what happened:
I went … / I saw … / I didn’t know …

Describing the events in order:
First, …
Then, …
Finally / In the end, …

Two years ago, I was in France, on holiday. It was 
a hot day and I decided to go swimming in the 
sea. First, I walked to the beach and changed into 
my swimming costume. Then, I left my towel and 
clothes on the beach, and ran into the sea. Well, 
the water was lovely! I swam for about an hour, 
then I walked back up the beach. Guess what? 
My clothes and towel weren’t there! I was really 
angry! Luckily, I found my towel in the end, so  
I put it round me and went back to my hotel. But  
I never found my clothes! It was really annoying!

1
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Using fillers to focus on important parts:
Anyway, …
Well, …

Asking questions to make your story interesting:
Can you believe it?
Guess what?

Adding personal comments:
Luckily, …
I was really surprised / happy
It was amazing!
It was really annoying!

3 Read the Key Language box. Then read Amy’s story 
again. Find:

1 A phrase saying when the story happened.
2 Two sentences using was or were, to give 

background information.
3 Three verbs in the past simple, saying what 

happened.
4 Three words or expressions giving the order of the 

events.
5 One filler.
6 One question to make the story interesting.
7 Two personal comments.

4 Complete the story with the correct words and phrases. 
There is one word or phrase that you don’t need.

can you believe it first I was really happy  
last Saturday luckily then well

1  , I was in London with my family. It was a 
wet day, so we decided to go to the Science Museum.  
2  , my brother looked online to find the  
bus to the museum. He told us it was the number 77.  
3  , we got on the bus and bought our 
tickets. We were very excited. 4  , we were 
on the bus for about half an hour, but we didn’t see the 
Science Museum. Finally, we asked the bus driver to  
help us. We were on the wrong bus. 5  ?  
6  , we were near the British Museum,  
so we went there. It was great!

SPEAKING 3 



5 Put these events in order to make a story.

A We bought lots of food and drinks.
B It started to rain.
C We carried everything to the beach.
D We put everything back into our bags and went home.
E We decided to go to the beach and have a picnic.
F We watched a film together and had our picnic inside.

6 Choose the two best sentences to give background 
information for the story in Exercise 5.

A A few months ago, I was on holiday with my family. 
B Last winter, I was in Paris on a school trip. 
C The weather was really bad.
D It was a lovely hot day and we were near the sea.
E There was no one on the beach.

7 Tell the story in Exercise 5. Start with the background 
information in Exercise 6, then use words and phrases 
to describe the events in order. Add a filler, a question 
to make the story interesting, or a personal comment.

8 Plan to tell the class a story about something that 
happened to you. Use the table below to help you.

When it happened

Background information

The events in order

Fillers, questions and 
personal comments

9 Tell the class your story.

Active listening
Listen while your classmates tell their stories. Who 
made their story interesting? How did they do this?
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  AN EMAIL  

1 What sports and hobbies do you do? Why do you  
like them?

2 Read Jack’s email. Answer the questions.

1 Who is Jack writing to?
  
2 What does Jack want to do?
  
3 How many questions does Jack ask?
  

3 Read Max’s reply. Does he answer all of Jack’s 
questions? What advice does he give Jack?

4 Look at the Key Language for an email. Find words in 
Max’s reply to complete it.

KEY LANGUAGE FOR AN EMAIL

Beginning an email:
1   Jack, Hello

Ending an email:
Love, 2  , See you soon, Write soon,

Responding to news:
I’m glad that …
It’s 3   that …
I’m sorry that …

Answering questions:
When? Yesterday, last week, six months ago
Where? in London / my town, at school / the sports centre
Why? because …
How often? every day, once a week / 4   
a week

Hi Max,

I want to start a new sport this year. Tell me about your 
favourite sport. What is it? How often do you do it? Why 
do you like it?

Write soon,
Jack

Hi Jack,

It’s great that you want to do a new sport. I do lots of 
sports, but my favourite is tennis. I play twice a week, 
at the sports centre. I’m not very good, but I like it 
because it’s fun. Why don’t you come to the sports 
centre with me?
Bye,
Max

How much? £10, £1.50

Giving advice:
You should …, You could …,  Why  
5   you … ? 

Contractions:
I am  I’m 
it is  6  
What is …?  What’s …?

5 We sometimes want to answer questions in an email. 
Choose the best answer for each question.

1 When did you buy your phone?
 A I bought it online.
 B I bought it last month.
2 Where do you usually meet your friends?
 A I often meet them in the park.
 B I usually meet them at the weekend.
3 How much were the tickets?
 A There were four tickets.
 B They were £20 each.
4 Why do you enjoy acting?
 A I like acting, but I prefer singing.
 B I like it because it’s exciting to be in a play.
5 How often do you go shopping?
 A I usually go shopping with my friends.
 B I go shopping about once a month.

6 We sometimes want to respond to news in an email. 
Complete the sentences. You can use the words more 
than once.

glad great sorry

1 A: My phone broke yesterday.
 B: I’m   that your phone broke.
2 A: I want to learn the guitar.
 B: It’s   that you want to learn the guitar.
3 A: Someone stole my bike last week.
 B: I’m   that someone stole your bike.
4 A: I really like my new skateboard.
 B: I’m   that you like your new 

skateboard.
1

WRITING 3
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7 We sometimes want to give advice in an email. Match 
each situation 1–4 with the advice A–D. Choose the 
correct words to complete each piece of advice.

1 I want to do more exercise.
2 I lost my phone last week.
3 I want to cook a meal for my friends.
4 I need to earn some money.

A You should / Should you look for a new one online.
B You could / You can’t get a Saturday job. 
C Why don’t you / Don’t you make pizzas?
D You couldn’t / You could join a gym?

8 We often use contractions in an email, to make it 
more informal. Find one contraction you can write in 
each sentence.

1 I am learning to play the drums.  I’m
2 I think it is fun.  
3 I have got a new computer game.  
4 We are very excited about the party.  
5 He is very good at swimming.  

9 Read the email from Tyler. You are going to write a 
reply. Use the notes to help you plan your reply.

• Use a phrase to start and end your email.
• Respond to Tyler’s news.
• Answer all of Tyler’s questions.
• Give Tyler some advice.

Hello,

I’m bored, so I’m looking for a new hobby. What’s your 
favourite hobby? When do you do it? Why do you like it?

Write soon,
Tyler

10  Write your reply to Tyler. Use your ideas from 
Exercise 9. Remember to use contractions to  
make your email informal.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


